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Outline

• Current injection in Pegasus
• Flux compression in Pegasus
• Resonant modes in decaying

spheromaks



Current Injection in Pegasus (Bird)

Slides and results from Bird, U-WI UG Research Symposium, 4/16/09.



Pegasus results are from Eideitis, J. Fusion En. 26, 43 (2007).



The goal of the simulation study is to understand the
relaxation process.



The simulations use toroidally localized
ad hoc drive to model the injectors.
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• Ad hoc drive induces B
with nonzero curl.

• Similar to experimental
results, injection into large
vacuum field leads to a
helix of current.

Isosurface of λ from a simulation
with large vacuum field.



With smaller guide-field, the self-induced
magnetic field redirects the current channel.

Local reversal of Bz in MHD model.
Helix collects near injector but
path is not steady.

• Viscosity affects the current density distribution.

• Simulations with T-dependent transport may allow full merging.



Flux compression in Pegasus (O’Bryan)
• Flux compression uses external poloidal field coils to transiently
boost current.

• It was used on START and is being tested on gun-initiated
plasmas in Pegasus.

• This phase of our simulation study is 2D and is attempting to
identify how much approximation can be used.

• NIMROD simulations are now using single temperature, T-
dependent thermal transport and resistivity.

• The thermal transport includes magnetization effects that are
important up to ~1 eV due to weak B.

• 2D ad hoc source is used for the pre-compression plasma.
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Transient is slow (1 mT/ms from 5 mT background),
and computed results are sensitive to transport.

Poloidal flux at 1 ms (start of transient), 1.14 ms, and 3.9 ms.



Simulated transient seems to be more effective at
heating than current drive.

Pressure at 1 ms (start of transient), 1.14 ms, and 3.9 ms.

• In qualitative agreement with experiment, maintaining the current source
during compression is important.
• We will consider separate Te, because electrons are better magnetized.
• 3D computations will consider relaxation and stability during
compression.



Resonant modes in decaying
spheromaks (Howell)

• Resonant modes affected the confinement and duration of
the high-confinement stage of SSPX discharges.

• A validation effort for recent campaigns showed that the
experiment was more robust than the MHD predictions.
[Hooper, 2008]

• We are performing a linear study to see if two-fluid drift
effects enhance stability.

• Eric Howell developed NIMEQ to systematically generate
equilibria for this study.

• Equilibrium profiles have been customized for the
spheromak application with constant dF/dΨ in the open-flux
region.



First computations are with a simple geometry.

Equilibrium poloidal flux contours. Pressure contours with β=1%.

Safety factor profile has q(0)<3/5 and qmin>1/2.



Resonant modes are unstable with γτA~2%.
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The (4,7) modes in MHD (left) and Hall-MHD (right) are similar.



Now that the computations are running reliably, a
number of checks will be made.

• Assessing B-normal for the linear mode requires
projection based on Beq, not what’s in NIMPLOT.

• We have preliminary S-scalings for n=7 and n=9, but
resolution throughout the S-range needs to be verified.

• For the two-fluid computations, the parameters need to be
made more realistic to get accurate ω∗.



Conclusions
• The current injection computations appear to be close to
relaxation.  [We are checking toroidal resolution.]

• Flux compression computations indicate more heating
than current drive, but results are sensitive to transport
parameters.

• Comparison of MHD and two-fluid linear behavior is
underway for the decaying spheromak study.


